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Abstract. Powders of silver sulfide Ag
2
S have been synthesized by chemical bath deposition

from aqueous solutions of silver nitrate and sodium sulfide in the presence of sodium citrate or
EDTA-H

2
Na

2
. Colloid solutions have been prepared by chemical condensation method from the

same aqueous solutions. Synthesized Ag
2
S powder with particle size ~500 nm have monoclinic

(space group P2
1
/c) acanthite-type crystal structure. Silver sulfide nanopowders have the same

monoclinic acanthite-type structure but the occupancy of the metal sublattice sites by silver
atoms is smaller than 1. Unlike coarse-crystalline silver sulfide Ag

2
S, silver sulphide nanopowders

with the size of particles less than ~50 nm are nonstoichiometric, contain vacant sites in metal
sublattice and have a composition ~Ag

1.93
S. It is shown that by varying the ratio between the

concentrations of reagents in the initial reaction mixture it is possible to deposit Ag
2
S nanoparticles

with preassigned average size ranging in the interval from about 500 nm down to about 30 nm.
The average size of silver sulfide Ag

2
S nanoparticles in stable colloid solutions is equal 10-20

nm.

1. INTRODUCTION

Preparation of nanocrystalline substances and ma-
terials is one of the main trends in modern materi-
als science. Of special interest are nanocrystalline
semiconducting materials AIIBVI and AIVBVI possess-
ing unique optical properties.

Nanocrystals, quantum dots, nanostructured
films of lead, cadmium, zinc and silver chalcogenides
are demonstrative examples of such materials [1-
5]. These materials have found wide application as
functional materials in optoelectronics, sensor tech-
nology and power engineering. For example, thin
films of silver sulfide are used in photo conducting
and photochemical cells [6-8], in infrared detectors
[9] and solar selective coating for conversion of so-
lar energy into electricity [10,11].

At present, quantum dots of sulfides including
ZnS, CdS, and Ag

2
S begin to be used as fluores-

cent labels in biology and medicine [12-16]. The

intensity (brightness) of emitted signal of such quan-
tum dots exceeds many times that of currently used
organic fluorescent dyes. This makes sulfides to
be promising materials for identification of biologi-
cal objects and for application in medical diagnos-
tics and biotechnology [17]. However PbS and CdS
quantum dots are not suitable for application in bi-
ology and medicine because of toxicity of lead and
cadmium. Thus, it is important to prepare quantum
dots with low toxicity and high emission. Silver sul-
fide is an ideal semiconducting material for prepar-
ing low-toxicity quantum dots. Usually, fluorescent
Ag

2
S quantum dots are synthesized in organic so-

lutions. Aqueous colloid solutions of Ag
2
S

nanoparticles are not toxic and hold particular prom-
ise for biological applications.

An important feature of sulfide nanoparticles with
a size smaller than 10-12 nm is non-periodic alter-
nation of hexagonal close-packed planes [18]. This
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leads to changes in the electronic structure and to
differing properties of the nanoparticles having the
same size.

According to the phase diagram of the system
Ag – S [19], si]ver su]fide Ag

2
S has three basic poly-

morphic modifications: (1) low-temperature mono-
clinic phase -Ag

2
S (acanthite) [20,21] existing at

temperatures below ~450K; (2) -Ag
2
S phase (ar-

gentite) with body centered cubic (bcc) sublattice
of sulfur atoms existing in the temperature range
452–859K; and  3) high%temperature face centered
cubic (fcc) phase -Ag

2
S stable from ~860K up to

melting temperature. It is thought that monoclinic
-Ag

2
S phase is stoichiometric, whereas cubic

-Ag
2± 

S and -Ag
2± 

S with   0.002 are
nonstoichiometric phases having either small defi-
ciency or small excess of silver [22-25].

According to neutron diffraction study [26], the
unit cell of –Ag

2
S argentite has cubic (space group

Im3m) structure in which four Ag atoms are statis-
tically distributed in 18 positions 6(b) and 12(d). The
occupation of these positions depends on tempera-
ture. At 459 K, 6 b) and 12(d) positions are occu-
pied by 0.81 and 3.19 Ag atoms. Thus, the prob-
abilities of occupation of the 6(b) and 12(d) posi-
tions by Ag atoms are equal to 0.135 and 0.266 at
459 K. The temperature 459K is on]y by 9K higher
than the temperature of transition of monoclinic
acanthite -Ag

2
S to bcc argentite -Ag

2
S. This al-

lows us to suggest that the probabilities of occupa-
tion of 4(e) positions by Ag atoms in the structure of
acanthite should also differ from 1. In this case, the
composition of silver sulfide with acanthite-type
structure can deviate from stoichiometry.

For practical application as a semiconducting
photoluminescent material, of most interest is low-
temperature monoclinic -Ag

2
S (acanthite) phase

in nanosized state. However the crystal structure of
this phase was determined mostly on natural
samples of acanthite mineral.

The crystal structure of a single crystal of natu-
ral acanthite was carefully determined in study [20],
where it was shown that the unit cell of acanthite is
primitive monoclinic and belongs to the space group
P2

1
/n (P12

1
/n1). Later it was shown [21] that the

monoclinic unit cell of natural acanthite mineral
-Ag

2
S belongs to the space group P2

1
/c (P12

1
/

c1). Experimental refinement of the structure of natu-
ral acanthite -Ag

2
S by authors [21] revealed that

the unit cell of this monoclinic (space group P2
1
/c

(P12
1
/c1)) phase has parameters a = 0.4231nm, b

= 0.6930 nm, c = 0.9526 nm and  = 125.5°
 125°29').

A nanostructured silver sulfide has been studied
extensively in the past two decades. However, until
now there is no experimental work on the determi-
nation of the crystal structure of synthetic (artificial)
silver sulfide Ag

2
S.

In the majority of experimental works devoted to
synthesis and properties of silver sulfide Ag

2
S, de-

scription of the crystal structure of synthesized sul-
fide is either lacking [16,27,28] or it is made by com-
paring experimental X-ray diffraction or transmission
electron microscopy results with conventional dif-
fraction data [29]. So, in works [9,15,30,31], with-
out performing full-profile quantitative structure re-
finement, it is suggested that Ag

2
S sulfide synthe-

sized in the form of film, nanocrystalline powder or
nanoparticles has crystal structure of natural
acanthite, whereas in work [11] it is assumed that
synthesized Ag

2
S film has a structure of argentite.

Present study is devoted to the determination of
particle size of Ag

2
S in colloid solutions and pow-

ders deposited depending on the synthesis condi-
tions (reactant concentrations, duration of deposi-
tion, etc.) as well as with elucidation of the effect of
particle size on possible deviation of silver sulfide
composition from stoichiometry. Also at first, we have
performed a quantitative refinement of the crystal
structure of a synthesized coarse-crystalline and
nanocrystalline silver sulfide powders.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

The powders of silver sulfide Ag
2
S were synthesized

by chemical deposition from aqueous solution of
silver nitrate AgNO

3
 and sodium sulfide Na

2
S con-

taining sodium citrate Na
3
C

6
H

5
O

7
 Na

3
Cit or EDTA-

H
2
Na

2
 Trilon B as complexing and stabilizing

agents. The concentrations of AgNO
3
, Na

2
S and

complexing agents (sodium citrate and Trilon B) in
the reaction mixtures are given in Table 1. As-syn-
thesized matrix colloid solutions have been prepared
from the same aqueous solutions. Besides, colloid
solutions were obtained by washing of deposited
Ag

2
S powders with distilled water with subsequent

removal of the powder by filtration.
Sodium citrate serves as a complexing and sta-

bilizing agent. Besides, in aqueous solutions with a
small content of S2– ions, sodium citrate and Trilon
B can reduce Ag+ ions giving rise to nanoparticles
of metallic silver [32,33]. That is why for deposition
of silver sulfide without Ag impurity it is necessary
to use reaction mixtures with excessive sodium
sulfide Na

2
S.

When the reagents are mixed together, silver
sulfide is formed almost immediately; as a result,
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the reaction mixture is colored to black at first, and
then, during one hour, Ag

2
S particles deposit and

the solution becomes transparent. For the
sulfidization reaction to be complete, the deposit
was kept in the matrix solution for one day. Depos-
ited Ag

2
S was four times washed with distilled wa-

ter by decanting, filtered and dried in air at 323 K.
The concentrations of AgNO

3
, Na

2
S, and Na

3
Cit

in the reaction mixture C (Table 1) for synthesis of
coarse-crystalline Ag

2
S powder with particle size of

~500 nm were 0.05, 0.5, and 0.005 mo]·]–1.
Ag

2
S powders with particle size smaller than 60

nm have been synthesized from a reaction mixture
with concentrations of AgNO

3
 and Na

2
S equal to

0.05 and 0.025 mo]·]–1. The concentration of sodium
citrate Na

3
Cit in different reaction mixtures was from

0.005 to 0.0125 mo]·]–1. As the concentration of so-
dium citrate grows, the duration of silver sulfide syn-
thesis increases and the particle size lowers.
Stepwise variation of sodium citrate concentration
in the reaction mixture from 0.005 to 0.0125 mo]·]–1

makes it possible to produce silver sulfide powders
with required particle size ranging in the interval from
500 to 30-40 nm.

The concentration of Trilon B was varied from
0.035 to 0.05 mo]·]-1. An increase in the concentra-
tion of Trilon B in the initial reaction mixtures led to
deposition of larger Ag

2
S particles.

The attempts to deposit nanocrystalline silver
sulfide powder with particle size below 20 nm using
Na

3
Cit or Trilon B as complexing agents failed be-

cause the nanoparticles of size 20 nm form a stable
aqueous colloid solution. In this colloid solution,
nanoparticles do not deposit during 8 months or
longer.

The size (hydrodynamic diameter D
dls

) of Ag
2
S

nanoparticles in the as-synthesized matrix colloid
solutions and in the solutions obtained by washing
of deposited Ag

2
S was determined by non-invasive

Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) on a Zetasizer Nano
ZS facility (Malvern Instruments Ltd) at 298K.

All deposits were examined by XRD method on
a Shimadzu XRD–7000 diffractometer in CuK

1
 ra-

diation. The XRD measurements were performed in
the angle interval 2 =20–95° with a step of

(2 )=0.02° and scanning time of 10 sec in each
point. The determination of the crystal lattice pa-
rameters and final refinement of the structure of
synthesized silver sulfide powders were carried out
with the use of the X’Pert Plus program package
[34].

The microstructure, particle size and element
chemical composition of Ag

2
S powders were stud-

ied by the scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

method on a JEOL-JSM LA 6390 microscope
coupled with a JED 2300 Energy Dispersive X-ray
Analyzer. The powders to be examined were ap-
plied on a carbon planchet. High-resolution-TEM
(HR-TEM) images were recorded on a JEOL JEM-
2100 transmission electron microscope with a reso-
lution 0.14 nm.

Also the average particle size D (to be more pre-
cise, the average size of coherent scattering regions
(CSR)) in synthesized silver sulfide powders was
estimated by XRD method from the diffraction re-
flection broadening using the dependence of reduced
reflection broadening *(2 ) = [ (2 )cos ]/  on the
scattering vector s = (2sin )/  [35]. The value of
broadening (2 ) was determined by comparing the
experimental width of each diffraction reflection,
FWHM

exp
, with the instrumental resolution function

FWHM
R
 of the X-ray diffractometer.

The specific surface area S
sp

 of the synthesized
silver sulfide powders was found by the BET method.
The measurements were carried out by means of a
Gemini VII 2390t Surface Area Analyzer. In the ap-
proximation that all particles have similar size
and spherical shape, the average particle size
D=6/  S

sp
 ( =7.25 g·cm–3 is the density of silver

sulfide) was estimated from the value of specific
surface area S

sp
.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

3.1. Crystal structure of artificial
coarse-crystalline silver sulfide
Ag2S

The XRD patterns of synthesized silver sulfide pow-
ders with different average particle size are presented
in Fig. 1. Preliminary analysis revealed that all the
powders have monoclinic (space group P2

1
/c)

-Ag
2
S acanthite-type structure. The diffraction re-

flections of the nanopowders are broadened.
Synthesized Ag

2
S powder with average particle

size of ~500 nm was used for crystal structure re-
finement. The particle size D of the powder was
determined from the measured value of its specific
surface area S

sp
 equal to ~1.61 m2·g–1. The observed

I
obs

, calculated I
calc

 and difference (I
obs
 – I

calc
) values

corresponding to the refinement of the XRD pattern
for synthesized Ag

2
S silver sulfide are shown in Fig.

2. The refinement of the crystal structure of synthe-
sized Ag

2
S silver sulfide provides the following re-

sults: synthesized silver sulfide has a crystal struc-
ture of -Ag

2
S acanthite type; monoclinic (space

group P2
1
/c) unit cell parameters are equal to a=

0.42264(2) nm, b=0.69282(3) nm, c=0.95317(3) nm,
and =125.554(2); the occupancy of all crystallo-
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Fig. 1. The XRD patterns of monoclinic (space group P2
1
/c) Ag

2
S powders: (a) coarse-crystalline powder

deposited from the reaction mixture C; (b), (c), (d), and (e) nanopowders deposited from the reaction
mixtures I, II, III, and IV, respectively. The insets present the estimate of the average size of the coherent
scattering regions from the broadening of non-overlapping diffraction reflections.

graphic positions by Ag and S atoms is equal to
1.0. These unit cell parameters are in good agree-
ment with the data [39]. The Rietveld reliability fac-
tor R

I
 (R

B
) is equal to 0.0247. The refinement of the

structure allowed a high degree of convergence be-
tween experiment and calculation to be achieved.
The coordinates of Ag and S atoms in the refined

crystal structure of artificial coarse-crystalline sil-
ver sulfide Ag

2
S are listed in Table 2.

The axes of the unit cells of -Ag
2
S acanthite

can be represented as a combination of axes a
bcc

,
b

bcc
, and c

bcc
 of the unit cell of bcc argentite. When

-Ag
2
S argentite is cooled below 450K under equi-

librium conditions, a polymorphic phase transition
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Fig. 2. The experimental ( ) and calculated (--) XRD patterns of Ag
2
S powder synthesized by hydrochemical

deposition from the reaction mixture with the concentrations of AgNO
3
, Na

2
S and Na

3
Cit equal to 0.05, 0.50

and 0.005 mo]·]–1. The difference between the experimental and calculated XRD patterns (I
obs
 – I

calc
) is

shown in the lower part of the Figure. The XRD pattern is recorded in CuKa
1
 radiation.

Atom Position and Atomic coordinates Occupancy B
iso

10-4

multiplicity x y z (pm2)

Ag1 4(e) 0.0715(7) 0.0151(3) 0.3094(3) 1.00 5.59(3)
Ag2 4(e) 0.7264(7) 0.3241(4) 0.4375(3) 1.00 5.25(3)
S 4(e) 0.492(2) 0.234(1) 0.1321(7) 1.00 1.680

Table 2. Refined crystal structure of as-synthesized coarse-crystalline monoclinic (space group No 14 -
P2

1
/c (P12

1
/c1)) silver sulfide Ag

2
S with -Ag

2
S acanthite-type structure: Z = 4, a = 0.42264 2) nm,

b = 0.69282 3) nm, c = 0.95317 3) nm, and  = 125.554 2).

takes place giving rise to monoclinic -Ag
2
S

acanthite. This transformation is accompanied by
distortion of bcc sublattice of S atoms to mono-
clinic sublattice. The silver atoms statically occu-
pying the 6(b) and 12(d) positions of bcc structure
of argentite are concentrated in the positions of
monoclinic structure of acanthite and fill them with
the probability equal to 1. Thus, the -Ag

2
S acanthite

structure can be considered as result of distortion
of structure of -Ag

2
S argentite.

Fig. 3a displays the arrangement of S atoms in
bcc sublattice of argentite and the contours of mono-
clinic unit cells [20,21] of a-Ag

2
S acanthite. It is

seen that axes a  
P c

1
2 /

a =
P n

1
2 /

a  =  a
bcc

+b
bcc
–c

bcc
)/2,

b
P c

1
2 /

b =
P n

1
2 /

b =(a
bcc
–b

bcc
), 

P n
1

2 /
c  =  a

bcc
+b

bcc
+3c

bcc
)/

2 and 
P c

1
2 /

c  = 2c
bcc

. The monoclinic-distorted
sublattice of S atoms with contours of monoclinic

(space group P2
1
/n and P2

1
/c) unit cells is demon-

strated in Fig. 3b with allowance for found coordi-
nates of sulfur atoms.

The diagram of mutual transformation of mono-
clinic unit cells [20,21] is shown in Fig. 4. Since

P c
1

2 /
a =

P n
1

2 /
a   a, 

P c
1

2 /
b =

P n
1

2 /
b  b and 

P c
1

2 /
c  =  

P n
1

2 /
c

- 
P n

1
2 /

a ), then, taking into account the values of the
parameters a = |

P n
1

2 /
a |, b = |

P n
1

2 /
b |, c = |

P n
1

2 /
c | and

 of the unit cell [20] and the above transformations,
the unit cell with space group P2

1
/c has the param-

eters 
P c

1
2 /

c  = |
P c

1
2 /

c | =  a2 + c2 % 2ac×cos )1/2

= 0.9536 nm and 
P c

1
2 /
 =  + * = 125.54°, where

* = arcsin[ a/
P c

1
2 /

c )×sin ] = 25.94°.
The coordinates y and z of the same atoms in

the unit cells [20, 21] coincide. The coordinate x 

P c
x

1
2 /

 of arbitrary atom in the unit cell [20] changes
to the coordinate 

P c
x

1
2 /
 =  

P n
x

1
2 /
 + x) of the same
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Fig. 3. The distortion of sulfur atom sublattice at transition from argentite b–Ag
2
S to acanthite a–Ag

2
S: (a)

the arrangement of S atoms in bcc sublattice of argentite; (b) displacement of S atoms from bcc sublattice
positions and their arrangement in monoclinic sublattice of acanthite. The undistorted bcc sublattice is
shown by thin short dashed lines, the contours of the unit cells with space groups P2

1
/c and P2

1
/n are

shown by thick solid lines and thick long dashed lines, respectively. ( ) and ( ) are S atoms located
outside and inside monoclinic (space group P2

1
/c) unit cell of acanthite a-Ag

2
S, respectively. Ag atoms are

not shown.

Fig. 4. The diagram of mutual transformation of the
unit cells proposed in works [20, 21] for the mono-
clinic phase –Ag

2
S: 

P c
1

2 /
c  =  

P n
1

2 /
c  - 

P n
1

2 /
a ) relative

to 
P n

1
2 /

a  and 
P n

1
2 /

c  axes of the unit cell proposed in
[20].

atom in the unit cell [21]. In accordance with Fig. 4
and usual geometric relationships, a/c = sin */
sin 180 % 

P c
1

2 /
)  sin */sin(

P c
1

2 /
) and a× x/cz =

sin */sin 180 % 
P c

1
2 /
)  sin */, from which x = z×(c/

a)×(sin */
P c

1
2 /
) = z×(c/a)×(a/c)  z. Therefore the

coordinate 
P c

x
1

2 /
 of arbitrary atom in the unit cell

[21] is equal to 
P c

x
1

2 /
 = 

P n
x

1
2 /
 + z.

The unit cells with space groups P2
1
/n and P2

1
/

c proposed in [20,21] were chosen in one and the
same structure and have the same volume. Indeed,
the choice of unit cell in the crystal lattice can be

made by different methods and is ambiguous
[36,37]. In each lattice, an infinity of unit cells can
be chosen. By combining the translational vectors
of any of two monoclinic cells, it is possible to ob-
tain several more monoclinic unit cells with the same
volume, but with different translational vectors. Be-
cause of the ambiguity of the unit cell choice, one
and the same crystal in the experimental studies
[20,21] was described differently. Generally, the sole
unit cell describing the lattice can be revealed by
Delaunay reduction [38,39]. However, in [37] it was
shown that in the case of lattices with monoclinic
symmetry, Delaunay reduction also gives ambigu-
ous results.

Description of the diffraction pattern of monoclinic
silver sulfide by any of the two cells provides the
sets of diffraction reflections with similar positions
and intensity that differ only in their Miller indices
(hkl). The difference between the two unit cells con-
sists in the length and direction of axis c, and

P n
1

2 /
c  =  

P c
1

2 /
c  + 

P c
1

2 /
a ). With that in mind, the tran-

sition between the reflection indices is very simple:

P n
h

1
2 /
 = 

P c
h

1
2 /

, 
P n

k
1

2 /
 = 

P c
k

1
2 /

 and 
P n

1
2 /

l  = 
P c

1
2 /

l  + 
P c

h
1

2 /

or, vice versa, 
P c

1
2 /

l  = 
P n

1
2 /

l  - 
P n

h
1

2 /
.

The arrangement of Ag and S atoms in the unit
cell of artificial monoclinic (space group P2

1
/c) sil-

ver sulfide Ag
2
S with -Ag

2
S acanthite type struc-

ture is displayed in Fig. 5. The least distances be-
tween S and Ag1 atoms in the crystal lattice of arti-
ficial coarse-crystalline silver sulfide Ag

2
S are equal
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to 0.25113 and 0.25183 nm, and those between S
and Ag2 atoms are 0.25475 and 0.25926 nm.

According to the Energy Dispersive X-ray Spec-
troscopy (EDS) results, the content of silver Ag and
sulfur S in the synthesized dried coarse-crystalline
silver sulfide powder with average particle size of
~500 nm is 86.8±0.4 and 12.9±0.1 wt.%, which
corresponds to stoichiometric sulfide Ag

2
S.

3.2. Nonstoichiometry and particle
size in deposited nanopowders of
silver sulfide

The XRD patterns of synthesized silver sulfide pow-
ders with different average particle size are shown
in Fig. 1. All the powders have monoclinic (space
group P2

1
/c) -Ag

2
S acanthite-type structure. The

diffraction reflections of the nanopowders are broad-
ened and therefore the reflections located close to
each other overlap. The average size D of coherent
scattering regions estimated from broadening of non-
over]apping diffraction ref]ections  –1 0 2),  1 1 0),
 –1 1 3),  –1 0 4),  0 3 1), and  0 1 4) is presented
in the inset to the XRD patterns of Ag

2
S

nanopowders. From these estimates, the average
size D in the examined Ag

2
S nanopowders, depos-

ited from the initial reaction mixtures I, II, III and IV,
is 43±6, 46±8, 58±8, and 59±8 nm, respective]y.
According to the BET data, the particle size of
coarse-crystalline powder (Fig. 1a) is 515±15 nm.

The size D of unagglomerated particles in the
deposited powders was determined by BET method
also which give the particle size averaged with re-
spect to the volume.

Fig. 6 displays a SEM image of Ag
2
S

nanopowder deposited from the reaction mixture I.

Fig. 5. The arrangement of Ag and S atoms in the crystal lattice of synthesized monoclinic (space group
P2

1
/c) silver sulfide Ag

2
S: (a) the contour of doubled unit cell with space group P2

1
/n, the position of the

P c
1

2 /
c  axis and the contour of monoclinic (space group P2

1
/c) unit cell in the crystal lattice are shown; (b)

monoclinic (space group P2
1
/c) unit cell of synthesized silver sulfide Ag

2
S with acanthite structure (shown

are only the atoms entering into the unit cell and the nearest bonds between them, Ag1-S and Ag2-S, of
length 0.2511 and 0.2548 nm, respectively).

Fig. 6. The SEM image of Ag
2
S powder deposited

from a reaction mixture I. At a magnification of 15000
times elongated agglomerated particles of length to
~250–300 nm are visib]e. The inset presents =R%
TEM image of Ag

2
S nanoparticles.

The powder is agglomerated, Ag
2
S particles have a

size of ~100-150 nm, and extended agglomerated
Ag

2
S particles are up to ~250 nm in length and ~100

nm in thickness. According to the HR-TEM (Fig. 6,
inset), the agglomerates consist of disoriented crys-
talline blocks from 20 to 50 nm in size.

In spite of the large width and overlapping of many
diffraction reflections on the XRD patterns of silver
sulfide nanopowders, and the presence of silver
impurity in the nanopowders, we have tried to refine
the crystal structure of Ag

2
S nanopowders. In the

first approximation we supposed that the
nanopowders have the same monoclinic (space
group P2

1
/c) crystal structure as a coarse-crystal-

line silver sulfide with particle size ~500 nm. Struc-
ture refining of the nanopowders deposited from the
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Fig. 7. The experimental ( ) and calculated (--) XRD patterns of Ag
1.93

S nanopowder deposited from the
reaction mixture I. The difference between the experimental and calculated XRD patterns (I

obs
 – I

calc
) is

shown in the lower part of the Figure. The XRD pattern is recorded in CuK
1
 radiation.

reaction mixtures I and II showed that nanopowders
contain ~1.0-1.2 wt.% silver. As an example, the
observed I

obs
, calculated I

calc
 and difference (I

obs
 –

I
calc

) values corresponding to the refinement of the
XRD pattern for Ag

2
S nanopowder deposited from

reaction mixture I are shown in Fig. 7. The coordi%
nates of Ag and S atoms and unit cell parameters
for Ag

2
S nanopowder (Table 3) are close to those for

coarse-crystalline Ag
2
S (see Table 2). However, the

occupancy of crystallographic positions 4(e) by sil-
ver atoms is somewhat smaller than 1 (Table 3).
This means that silver sulfide nanoparticles with the
size of less than ~50 nm are nonstoichiometric,
have a composition of ~Ag

1.93
S and contain vacant

sites in metal sublattice.
Earlier in work [30] it was found that silver sul-

fide nanoparticles with acanthite structure and size
~10 and ~6 nm deposited from sewage sludge had
nonstoichiometric composition Ag

1.7
S and even

Ag
1.1

S. The authors of [30] did not examine the crys-
tal structure of nanoparticles and therefore supposed
that silver deficiency in the nanoparticles is caused

Atom Position and Atomic coordinates Occupancy B
iso

10-4

multiplicity x y z (pm2)

Ag1 4(e) 0.0715 0.0151(0) 0.3093(9) 0.97 10.05(5)
Ag2 4(e) 0.7264 0.3240(9) 0.4375(0) 0.96 7.44(6)
S 4(e) 0.4920 0.2339(8) 0.1321(1) 1.00 1.960

Table 3. Refined crystal structure of monoclinic (space group No 14 - P2
1
/c) Ag

1.93
S nanopowders depos-

ited from the reaction mixtures I and II: -Ag
2
S acanthite-type structure, Z = 4, a = 0.4234 3) nm,

b = 0.6949 3) nm, c = 0.9549 5) nm, and  = 125.43 6).

not by silver nonstoichiometry, but by possible
chemosorption of sulfur on the surface of
nanoparticles. But this supposition is in conflict with
the data of the same authors about the presence of
nanoparticles of the composition Ag

2.1
S. It is more

probable that the authors [30] observed nanoparticles
of nonstoichiometric silver sulfide Ag

2± 
S both with

deficiency and excess of silver. Our data on
nonstoichiometry of silver sulfide nanoparticles with
acanthite structure agree with the results [30] and
with the data [26] on nonstoichiometric distribution
of silver atoms in argentite -Ag

2
S near the acanthite-

argentite transition temperature.
The least distances between S and Ag1 atoms

in the crystal lattice of nanocrystalline
nonstoichiometric Ag

1.93
S silver sulfide are equal to

0.25193 and 0.25267 nm, and those between S and
Ag2 atoms are 0.25546 and 0.25962 nm. These in-
teratomic distances are a little more than the same
distances for coarse-crystalline stoichiometric sil-
ver sulf ide. It means that nanocrystalline
nonstoichiometric sulphide Ag

1.93
S has a less dense
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structure in comparison with stoichiometric silver
sulphide Ag

2
S.

3.3. Particle size in colloid solutions of
Ag2S

Right after synthesis by the dynamic light scatter-
ing method, we measured the particle size D

dls
 in

matrix solutions I and II prepared from the reaction
mixtures I and II with the concentrations of silver
nitrate, sodium sulfide and sodium citrate equal to
0.05, 0.025, 0.025 mo]·]–1 and 0.05, 0.025,
0.0125 mo]·]–1, respectively. The measurements of
dynamic light scattering in the matrix solutions al-

Fig. 8. The variation of size distributions of Ag
2
S particles in matrix solutions and their filtered colloid

solutions versus the duration of storage: (a) solution I prepared from the reaction mixture I; (b) solution II
prepared from the reaction mixture II; (1) as-synthesized matrix solutions; (2) matrix solutions after 3 day
storage. All size distributions are determined at a temperature of 298K.

low one to establish how the particle size varies
depending on the storage life of the solutions.

Initially, the both as-synthesized matrix solutions
had bimodal distribution of agglomerates (Fig. 8). In
solution I, the size of agglomerates D

dls
 correspond-

ing to the size distribution maxima was ~170 and
~660 nm; the relative amount of agglomerates cor-
responding to these peaks was equal to ~55 and
~45% (Fig. 8a). In solution II, the size of agglomer-
ates corresponding to the size distribution maxima
was ~120 and ~570 nm at their quantitative ratio of
~70 and ~30% (Fig. 8b). After three days, most of
large agglomerates deposited leading to monomodal
size distributions of agglomerates in both solutions.
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Fig. 9. The size distribution of silver sulfide nanoparticles in unfiltered colloid solutions (a) I and (b) II 60
days after synthesis, and the appearance of (c) as-synthesized colloid solution II, (d) filtered colloid solution
II after 60 days of storage, and (e) unfiltered colloid solution II 60 days after synthesis.

In solution I, the size of agglomerates remaining in
the solution in suspended state, which corresponded
to the maximum size distribution, was equal to ~150
nm, and the average size of agglomerates was ~210
nm (Fig. 8a). The size of the majority of agglomer-
ates remaining in suspended state in solution II was
~230 nm, and the average size of agglomerates was
~280 nm (Fig. 8b).

Then the matrix solution above the deposit was
decanted.

The deposit was washed three times with dis-
tilled water by decanting; the resulting aqueous
suspension was treated with ultrasound to break
the agglomerates and after that it was filtrated. Dur-
ing filtration, the remaining agglomerates stay on
the filter, whereas unagglomerated nanoparticles
pass into filtered solution. The as-produced filtered
solutions are aqueous colloid solutions of silver sul-
fide nanoparticles. Therefore the size of nanoparticles
was afterwards determined in the filtered solutions.

The measurements showed that one day after
filtration (or four days after synthesis) both filtered
solutions I and II contained nanoparticles with aver-
age size of 60±10 and 55±10 nm, respective]y  Fig.
8).

The measurements performed eight days after
filtration (or on the eleventh day after synthesis of
the solutions) revealed repeated agglomeration of
nanoparticles taking place in the filtered solutions.
The size of agglomerates corresponding to the size
distribution maxima in filtered solutions I and II was
equal to ~300 and ~320 nm, respectively, and the
average size of agglomerates in filtered solutions I
and II was ~380 and ~520 nm. However no visible

deposition was observed. Apparently, agglomerated
Ag

2
S particles were in suspended state, the largest

agglomerates deposited, but the amount of such
large agglomerates was small and insufficient for
visual observation of deposition. Deposition was vi-
sually observed only 30 days after filtration.

60 days after filtration, the DLS measurements
showed that in both filtered solutions most particles
were ~50 nm in size (see Fig. 8), and the average
particle size in filtered solutions I and II was equal
to 60±10 and 55±10 nm, respective]y. The average
size of nanoparticles coincided with that determined
one day after filtration. The observed processes of
gradual agglomeration of nanoparticles and deposi-
tion of agglomerates agree with the results of the
authors [40], who studied the stability of colloid
solutions of lead sulfide. Indeed, after synthesis,
the matrix solutions contained a large amount of
silver sulfide nanoparticles; about 98 wt.% of par-
ticles deposited in the form of agglomerates during
the first day. Thus, about 2 wt.% Ag

2
S particles were

in filtered solutions. The reduction of the amount of
particles in filtered solutions resulted in slowing-down
of agglomeration and in deposition 30 days later
filtration. The size of nanoparticles remaining in the
aqueous colloid solution does not change, and the
solution remains stable for more than eight months.

The DLS measurements showed that the par-
ticle size in unfiltered solution I decanted from de-
posit and then stored for 60 days varies from 8 to 30
nm, and the average size of nanoparticles is equal
to ~13 nm (Fig. 9a). Similar size distribution of Ag

2
S

particles in unfiltered colloid solution II 60 days af-
ter synthesis is displayed in Fig. 9b: the particle
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size varies from 9 to 35 nm, and the average size of
nanoparticles is equal to ~16 nm.

The variation in the appearance of solution II at
different stages of storage is shown in Figs. 9c-9e.
In the left glass there is a colloid solution obtained
immediately after synthesis (Fig. 9c). This solution
contains suspended particles and therefore it is
weakly transparent and has dark-brown or almost
black color. The glass in the middle contains fil-
tered solution II 60 days after filtration: it has brown
color and is ideally transparent (Fig. 9d). The third
glass contains unfiltered opalescent colloid solu-
tion II decanted from deposit formed in the first glass
and then stored for 60 days  Fig. 9e). So]ution II
sidewise looks translucent. However sight check
shows that it has light-brown color and is completely
transparent. The optical absorption band maximum
of the solution corresponds to 385 nm. Opalescence
of this solution is indicative of noticeable fluctua-
tions of its density, at which light scattering occurs.
The fluctuations are due to the presence of
nanoparticles of size under 20 nm in the solution.
This agrees with the DLS measurements (Fig. 9b).

According to HR-TEM data, stable colloid solu-
tions I and II contains silver sulfide nanoparticles
with a size from ~15-18 nm down to ~5-8 nm.

The size of silver sulfide nanoparticles both in
colloid solutions and in deposited dried powders is
given in Table 1.

4. CONCLUSION

Powders of silver sulfide Ag
2
S with different average

particle size from 500 to 40 nm has been synthe-
sized by hydrochemical deposition from aqueous
solutions of silver nitrate and sodium sulfide with
sodium citrate or Trilon B as complexing and stabi-
lizing agents. It was established that artificial silver
sulfide Ag

2
S with particle size of ~500 nm has mono-

clinic (space group P2
1
/c) -Ag

2
S acanthite-type

structure. Silver sulfide nanopowders have the same
monoclinic structure of acanthite-type with unit cell
parameters which close to those for coarse-crys-
talline Ag

2
S. However the occupancy of the metal

sublattice sites 4(e) by silver atoms in silver sulfide
nanopowders is somewhat smaller than 1. Unlike
coarse-crystalline silver sulfide Ag

2
S, silver sulphide

nanopowders with the size of particles less than
~50 nm are nonstoichiometric, contain vacant sites
in metal sublattice and have a composition ~Ag

1.93
S.

The size of Ag
2
S particles in colloid solutions and in

deposited powders depends on the initial concen-
trations of silver nitrate, sodium sulfide and
complexing agent. By varying the ratio between the

concentrations of reagents in the initial reaction
mixture it is possible to deposit Ag

2
S nanoparticles

with preassigned average size ranging in the inter-
val from ~500 down to 20-30 nm. Stable aqueous
colloid solutions of Ag

2
S nanoparticles have been

synthesized for the first time. The size of Ag
2
S

nanoparticles in these colloid solutions is equal to
10-18 nm.
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